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Brew 200l of beer!
Quickly, simply and professionally

with the lowest amount 

of acquisition cost!



Speidel Tank- und Behälterbau GmbH

Krummenstraße 2

D-72131 Ofterdingen

Phone: +49 (0) 7473 9462-0 

Fax: +49 (0) 7473 9462-99 

Internet: www.speidels-braumeister.de

E-mail: verkauf@speidel-behaelter.de

Prices and the technical design of the products listed are subject to change without prior notice.
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Brew your own, individual beer with the Brewing Master and make your dream come true! 

In doing this, make use of the well-proven concept of the Brewing Master, which is a compact brewing facility. Brewing, 

purifying, hop boiling, whirl pooling and cooling down – everything is accomplished in one single kettle.

The fully automatic brewing control ensures the brewing process of any individually adjusted recipes and runs through all 

brewing phases according to precise time and temperature parameters. The purifying process is realized easily and 

quickly just by lifting up the malt pipe with the lifting device mounted on it. Thus, you will be able to achieve a proper and 

quick purifying process. 

Last but not least, the facility is mobile and therefore easy to move, with limited space requirement. It is the optimal 

equipment for restaurants, pubs, specific events or brewing communities. Make yourself independent and brew your own 

individual and very special beer for yourself or for your guests. Owing to the low investment costs and the favourable litre 

price, the equipment will have paid off very quickly.

The Braumeister at a glance:

 plus VAT / plus freight

 „Brewing makes fun” Compact and mobile 

facility

 Well thought-out function Accessory: fermentation 

barrel 240 l 

Best workmanship

Lifting device

Cover lid

Filter plates

Valve 1”

Heating spiral

Adjustable feet Pump
Castors 
for transport

Fully automatic 
brewing control 
for temperature 
and time

Rope winch

Malt pipe

Lifting gibbet

„Braumeister” during the brewing process „ ” during the purifying processBraumeister

Technische Daten

145 kg with elements built-in and lifting bows

L 136 cm x B 90 cm x H 208 cm

approx. 200 l of finished beer (standard beer) 

= approx. 230 l beer wort

3 x 3000 W heating capacity

1 x 370 W

400 V (fuse at least 16 A)

9.4 kW

Technical data:

Weight:

Dimensions:

Brewing quantity:

Heating spiral:

Pump:

Power connection:

Total connection:

Item No.: 45200

Price: 8.500


